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Abstract
Today’s students exist in a visual world. A new semiotic language has emerged in the digital age. It consists of an ever-evolving vocabulary of signs and symbols that one can rapidly decipher. Icons represent applications and functions on a plethora of modern devices. Sounds indicate changes and the start and end of activity. The exposure of new audio and visual media are part of everyday communication, now more than ever. The Arts teach our students to better perceive these cues and the information that they deliver.
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Today’s students exist in a visual world. A new semiotic language has emerged in the digital age. It consists of an ever-evolving vocabulary of signs and symbols that one can rapidly decipher. Icons represent applications and functions on a plethora of modern devices. Sounds indicate changes and the start and end of activity. The exposure of new audio and visual media are part of everyday communication, now more than ever. The Arts teach our students to better perceive these cues and the information that they deliver.

Art is no longer simply a means of injecting culture into the classroom. Students encounter art and recognize it in their everyday experience, not just on the walls of a museum or the aisles of a theatre. Art is an ever more important part of education as students become well-rounded learners.

The Arts allow for the development of global thinkers that can relate in a cross curricular environment. They are a tool for teaching students critical thinking and how to make connections in their minds. Art can translate concepts across disciplines. In a Visual Arts course a student learns to draw a cityscape in perspective. The ideas learned through perspective can help this student to better understand the geometric concept of dilation in a Math course. They can see the underlying structure of a Renaissance painting and make sense of why the representation of depth was important in History. It is in this way that the Arts not only educate, but they also engage students in the concepts that they are learning.

The critique process used in both the Visual and Performing Arts allows students to see how others perceive, interpret and evaluate the intention of their work. This teaches students to how to pursue their ideas and have a sense of ownership. Students present their work, and often defend it as well. When students reflect on the meaning and intention of their own work and how it is perceived they can not only learn to have pride in what they create, but also see meaning in the work of others.
Art teaches essential skill sets for students pursuing any field. No discipline stands on its own. Visuals can simplify complex data in Science in the same way that Mathematics can structure appealing rhythmic patterns in Music. When combined with the STEM subjects, the skills learned through Art techniques, processes and self-evaluation allow for true innovation, STEAM.